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On the Rituals of Merseyside. 
Part XIV: The Tea and Fire of Belisama.

There is archaeological evidence of flint axes from
Graiglwyd that were exported widely 5,000 years
ago. These Penmaenmawr flints have been found
as far afield as Cornwall and south-east England.
Apart from the functional tools there are curious
flint objects which appear to be ritual in purpose.
These ritual flints are found in "Nemeta" - sacred
spaces of ancient Celtic religious origin.

A Nemeton (pl.  Nemeta)  is  situated in  a natural
area,  usually  near  to  trees.  They  are  frequently
talked of as being sacred groves. The name derives
from  the  Rhineland  tribe,  the  Nemetes,  but  the
term is used more widely to refer to Celtic Groves.
There  are  a  number  of  Nemeta  dedicated  to
Belisama.  Most  usually,  these  are  near,  or  in,
Silver Birch Woodlands.

The Nemeta of Belisama have a variation on the
inscription:

ΕΙѠΡΟΥ ΒΗΛΗ
СΑΜΙ СΟСΙΝ

ΝΕΜΗΤΟΝ 

Which translates as:

eiōrou Bēlēsami sosin nemēton 
"dedicated, this sanctuary, to Belisama"

In some Nemeton, the inscription is in a piece of
stone that has been deliberately carved to allow a
piece of flint to be embedded within the stone so

inscribed. The embedded flint allows an Initiate to
strike  with  a  steel  Fire  striker.  The  Nemeta  of
Belisama  with  Flint  Stone  Inscriptions  allow  the
creation  of  sacred  and  ritual  fire.  The  ritual  of
making  the  fire  of  the  Bright  One  is,  specifically,
connected  to  the  use  of  flint  from Penmaenmawr.
The Fire steels being sacred objects of the cult of the
Bright One, the sacred shape is also particular to the
"Bright one", Belisama. 

The Serbian Coat of Arms, for example, has four Fire
steels (ocila). The coat of arms is described as: 

"Gules,  an eagle  displayed with two heads  Argent
armed  Or,  between  two  fleurs-de-lys  in  base  Or,
surmounted  by  an  inescutcheon  Gules  thereon  a
cross between four firesteels Argent"

 which highlights the ritual power of the Fire steels.
The  ritual  Fire  steels  of  the  Bright  One  are  torc
shaped,  about  eight  centimetres  in  diameter  with
distinct,  steel,  loops -  used for creating sparks -  at
either end. The Serbian Fire steels are more practical
than ritual and  Initiates only use them to practice
flint and steel works.

The  Ritual  Torc  is  worn  to  the  Nemeta,  by  the
Initiate.  along  with  some  "sacred  charrings"
contained in  a leather  pouch.  The sacred charrings
are used to invoke Belisama into the flames of the
fire drawn out of the flint. For this reason, the actual
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source of the char is a closely guarded secret among
Initiates. The historical evidence is that the clothing
of  the  dead  was  used  to  create  char  for  rituals
connected memory and ancestral powers; clothing of
newborns were used to seek long life; clothing from
weddings for fertility; and other clothing, charred, is
understood to relate to other rituals. 

The  char  made  from  clothing  has  the  practical
application  of  taking  up  sparks  and  ensuring  they
take flame, while the source of the cloth gives ritual
power.  The  Cult  of  Belisama  is,  in  all  things,  a
practical one.

The fire for the Day of the Dead is  created in the
Nemeta and placed in the centre of a Seán Na Gealaí
-  usually  a  mangelwurzel  lantern  fashioned  to  the
form of a face. More commonly, a turnip lantern is
used. The char having been made from clothing of
dead relatives. The name of the dead being carved
into the base of the mangelwurzel and a face being
carved into the front. The Seán Na Gealaí is used to
light  ritual  fires  for  the  Day  of  the  Dead.  Which
makes clear one reason for the close guarding of the
origins of  the  char: nobody wishes to  expose  their
ancestors to possible necromancy.

The preparation is noteworthy for having taken place
the  day  before  with  the  ritual  fire  raising  in  the
Nemeta being completed before sundown. The ritual
fires  of Belisama are  most  frequently drawn down
just  before  sundown  or  just  after  sunrise.  The

drawing  of  fire  before  sunrise  or  after  sundown
being associated with the Aes Sídhe - an entirely
different set of rituals for which little is known in
relation to Belisama.

The precise order of ritual depends on the form the
Nemeton  takes.  Silver  Birch,  for  example,  is
frequently associated with the ritual. A tea is made.
First, some twigs of the silver birch are collected.
These are cut to the length of the fingernail of the
smallest finger. These are placed into a heavy iron
metal  pot  and  placed  onto  a  fire  made  of  silver
birch wood, started from "virgin char" - cloth that
has not be used for clothing - at the Nemata. The
twigs in the heavy pot areroasted for about thirty
minutes,  until  browned. One heaped teaspoon of
this roasted silver birch is used to make a tea, with
fresh boiling water brewed for five minutes. As the
tea brews, the Initiate confesses the reasons of the
ritual to the tea in a whisper. The tea is then drunk
by  a  second  Initiate.  The  second  Initiate  then
forgiving the first with the words: 

"Deinde, ego te absolvo a peccatis tuis in nomine
Belisama." 

It is usual for the response to be 

"Tuus  ego  sum:  vinumque  et  manes  ut  bibere
meas." 

-  "I  have  drunk  your  ghosts  that  you  might  drink
mine."

The ritual,  shrine and tea appear to be a relic  of a
more  widespread  Goddess  Cult  survival   in  the
North. 

It  is  believed  that  there  are  thirteen  Nemeta  of
Belisama  around,  what  is  now,  Liverpool.  These
ritual sites both ensured that fire could be created as
a practical matter; but, in addition, the twelve sites
correspond to the twelve full moons of a year and the
thirteenth to a 'hidden' shrine to Belisama. 

It  is  believed  that  the  Cult  of  Belisama  instructs
Initiates in the location and name of each Nemeton
by a mnemonic poem consisting of  thirteen verses
each being a puzzle. The whole poem, when recited,
gives  an  Almanac  of  the  Nemeta  and  reveals  the
ritual geometry of the City. 
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